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This book presents more than 2,000 illustrations of shoes, hats, and fashion accessories reproduced directly from now rare periodicals and
catalogs from the 1850s to 1940. It comprises an invaluable pictorial survey for the fashion historian, designer, and enthusiast, as well as a
practical source of illustrations for permission-free use by artists and craftspeople. The sources of these illustrations include major American,
British, and European fashion periodicals of the time: Godey's Lady Book, Peterson's Magazine, Harper's Bazar, La Mode Illustrée, L'Art et la
Mode, Der Bazar, The Delineator, and others, as well as such general interest periodicals as Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper, Harper's
Weekly, The Youth's Companion, and Life. Many illustrations come from trade catalogs of such merchants as Montgomery Ward, Sears,
Roebuck & Co., Jordan Marsh & Co., N. B. Holden Artistic Footwear, and a score of others. Arranged chronologically, the plates present an
overview of 90 years of fashion evolution of footwear, millinery, and such accessories as gloves, scarves, purses, handkerchiefs, and more.
Dragons, tigers, cranes, peacocks, and peonies abound in this collection of 130 authentic Japanese motifs. So do flowers, plants, and
animals. Geometric, abstract, and allover patterns are also included.
Need a hand? Here are over a thousand! Over 1,100 pairs of hands in all shapes, sizes, and shades: writing, sewing, with pointing fingers,
much more, all royalty-free.
Drawn from two rare 19th-century French and German portfolios, this unique treasury features full-color reproductions of more than 60
magnificent ceilings from European castles, churches, and galleries.
The key to authentic learning is capitalizing on teachable momentseither created by the students and/or your current surroundingsin the
classroom. Learn to look for and create, rather than wait for, these tremendous learning opportunities as you teach your curriculum with
Bradys outstanding resource.
Traces the stories of one hundred human innovations to explain their pivotal role in shaping civilization, from weapons and the domestication
of cows to currency and music.
From one of the most beautiful books on the decorative arts ever published: reproductions of classic full-color renderings by the great
Victorian designer and architect, particularly the wealth of superb examples of Chinese porcelain and cloisonné antiquities.
This monumental collection contains over 350 royalty-free illustrations of every conceivable activity concerned with the preparation and
consumption of food and drink. Jim Harter, well-known commercial designer and collagist, has selected the most versatile and eye-catching
material, mainly from rare nineteenth-century sources. These fine line drawings, reproduced sharply and clearly, comprise the most extensive
and economical source of design material available. From the dining car of the Orient Express to the kitchen of an average family
breakfasting at home, exotic and ordinary dining is shown in countries all over the world. There are rajahs dining in their palaces, cavemen
squatting and eating with their hands, Romans feasting, wealthy families dining in elegant restaurants, public kitchens, servants, children
eating, court scenes, Christmas dinners, dinner parties, individuals dining, banquets and cooks preparing meals, camping, and shopping. Not
only are there activity scenes but also dozens of individual illustrations depict food, servers, and cooking utensils. A sampling includes: Exotic
cakes and desserts, fish, melons, oranges, berries, grapes, artichokes, rhubarb, leeks, pumpkins, pigs, and turkeysGlassware, tea sets,
decanters, mugs, pitchers, baskets, bowls, urns, flatware, candlesticks, servers, ladles, and rolling pinsThe wide scope of the book includes
large illustrations as well as headings and vignettes suitable for wine lists, menus, cartes du jour, invitations, and many other uses. These
royalty-free illustrations form a unique sourcebook virtually impossible to duplicate that can complement practically any point of reference on
the subject of food and drink. Clearly reproduced from rare periodicals on high-quality stock, these pictures offer a limitless array of ideas for
artists and designers of greeting cards, packaging, periodicals, and cookbooks, as well as collagists and decoupeurs. Dover (1979) original
publication."
Over the last five thousand years, Indian artists have developed a wide range of unique and decorative artistic styles. This rich collection of
copyright-free designs and motifs draws on that heritage to provide today's artists and designers with a stimulating and practical archive of
usable material. In this volume are designs adapted from seals, dolls, and toys of the Harappa culture; punch-marked coins and pottery from
South India; Ajanta and Bagh murals; Muslim monuments; Buddhist temples; textiles from Gujarat, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, and other
regions; and much more. Embodying the variety and complexity of traditional Indian design, the motifs in this collection will be of immediate
use to artists and illustrators as well as providing an exciting glimpse into the rich store of Indian decorative art.
Superbly engraved floral wreaths, bouquets and nosegays composed of roses, daisies, lilies, violets, more; space for messages, names. Add
authentic 19th-century note to gifts, cards, packages, more.
Enliven your messages for any occasion — from 4th of July festivities to winter revels and other holiday or everyday events — with these eyecatching fonts. More than 100 typefaces include letters shaped like logs, bones, chopsticks, and adorned with other imaginative
embellishments. All appear in uppercase; many include lowercase and numerals.
Hundreds of plant species — from lilies, lichens, and palms to mushrooms, mosses, and maples — supplemented by appendices on edible
plants, medicinal herbs, and plants used in decoration and in graphic design. Indispensable source of inspiration and royalty-free graphics for
designers and artists; a captivating compendium for botanists, gardeners, and collectors of old engravings.
Need a hand? Here are over a thousand! Over 1,100 images of hands in all shapes, sizes, and shades: writing, sewing, with pointing fingers,
much more, all royalty-free. Drawn from rare 19th-century European and American books and periodicals, this treasury of hands will be
perfect for spot illustrations and many other projects.
Over 1,000 motifs reprinted from a rare book of design first published in France in 1870. Ornate Cyrillic and Greek letters, corners, borders,
page heads, and more as they appeared in illuminated Russian manuscripts.
Contains reproductions of more than 4,000 designs that have been used by artists and craftspeople to create heraldic motifs.
Includes authors, titles, subjects.
New from the Winner of the Writers' Trust of Canada Marian Engel Award and the Governor General's Award for English Fiction Once touted
as compendiums of human knowledge, the encyclopedias and handbooks of bygone eras now read quaintly, if not comically—yet within their
musty pages are often found phrases of uncanny evocative power. Scrupulously stitching such fragments together, in a sequel to the
Governor General’s Award-winning Forms of Devotion, By The Book is a collection of verbal and visual collages whose alchemies transform
long-dead texts into tales of enduring vitality. With her visually witty full-colour artwork and stories like “What Is A Hat? Where Is
Constantinople? Who Was Sir Walter Raleigh? And Many Other Common Questions, Some With Answers, Some Without,” and
“Consumptives Should Not Kiss Other People: A Handy Guide to the Care and Maintenance of Your Family’s Good Health,”
Schoemperlen’s irreverent and ironic brand of nostalgia combines vintage kitsch with comic, creepy, unexpectedly moving yarns. Praise for
By The Book “Diane Schoemperlen's By The Book is a bravura performance. Fragments, collage, assemblage, found poetry - none of the
conventional words cover it for they miss the fantastic wit, the energy of humour, the divine ability to find comedic ore in the print detritus of
our culture. She doesn't rescue texts; with her wicked sense of irony, she actually puts thought where there was none. She infects the banal
with the virus of her own brain and makes it into art. Then she makes a picture of it—oh, dwell upon the details; there are whole novels lurking
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in the details.”—Douglas Glover Praise for Diane Schoemperlen "Schoemperlen's inventive language and narrative structures encourage
readers to be free 'from the prison of everyday thinking."—New York Times Book Review "Lovely, clever [and] imaginative."—Wall Street
Journal “Cuttingly witty ... Schoemperlen could almost form a school of piquant and inventive fiction with Julie Hecht, Janet Kauffman, and
Lydia Davis.”—Booklist "There is no mistaking a Schoemperlen story—devoted to form, faithful to the mysteries of the everyday."—The Globe &
Mail
???????????·??·????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????14????????????????????
???
DIVMore than 100 illustrations of Rococo art. Mythological figures, angels, and cherubs in traditional poses abound, as do real and fanciful
beasts and other images from nature. /div
Scores of lovely designs, adapted from authentic images used in the ancient art of henna body painting, incorporate scores of lovely patterns.
Used to cover hands, forearms, and feet during celebrations, these 166 black-and-white designs include fine line, lacy, and paisley motifs, as
well as assorted floral borders, heart-shaped insets, and repeat patterns.
2,200 illustrations from 19th-century archive include tombs, bridges, temples, mythological and religious figures, Egyptian painting, Greek
sculpture, much more.
In this number one bestseller, Bill Caseelman delights and startles with word stories from every province and territory of Canada. Did you
know that Scarborough means “Harelip's Fort”? the names of Lake Huron and Huronia stem from a vicious, racist insult. Huron in Old French
meant ‘long-haired clod.' French soldiers labelled the Wendat people with this nasty misnomer in the 1600s. ‘To deke out' is a Canadian
verb that began as hockey slang, short for ‘to decoy an opponent.' Canada has a fish that ignites. On our Pacific coast, the oolichan or
candlefish is so fill of oil it can be lighted at one end and use as a candle. “Mush! Mush! On, you huskies!” cried Sargeant Preston of the
Yukon to 1940s radio listeners, this introducing a whole generation of Canucks to the word once widely used in the Arctic to spur on sled
dogs. Although it might sound like a word from Inukitut, early French trappers used it first, borrowing the term from the Canadian French
command to a horse to go: Marche! Marche! Yes, it's Quebecois for giddyap! All these and more fascinating terms form Canadian place,
name, politics, sports, plants and animals, clothing. Everything from Canadian monsters to mottoes is here.
Nearly six hundred photographs record the designs of one hundred seventy-five artists of Europe and America and provide a representative
survey of the art nouveau style
Words & phrases used by Canadians
HandsA Pictorial Archive from Nineteenth-century Sources : 1166 Copyright-free Illustrations for Artists and DesignersCourier Corporation
This well-known book was prepared more than 75 years ago by two British architects, and its reputation has grown steadily since. The
Audsleys' clear rendering of ornaments and designs from a wide variety of sources and national traditions, their excellent sense of space and
proportion, and their straightforward execution of these ornaments in line have made the collection among the most valuable of its kind. The
60 plates contain over 250 large-scale line drawings, mostly executed by the authors. The designs and patterns shown are derived from
architectural decorative motifs, textile designs, patterns from ceramics and tiles, and more from Egypt, Greece, Italy, Japan, Persia, Medieval
Europe, and other places. A brief text specifies sources for many of the designs, and captions identify national origin and often the original
color scheme.
Image archivist and transportation historian Jim Harter follows his work, Early Farm Tractors, with an even larger collection of images from
advertising line art from 1880 to 1930, this time focused on Early Automobiles. Nearly 250 entrancing illustrations -- many suitable for framing
-- are gems of the art of commercial engraving. Harter provides a very substantial, detailed history of the development of the "horseless
carriage" into the brands famous from the early 20th century -- racers like Stutz, Dusenberg, Stanley, as well as those that became
household names like Oldsmobile, Ford, Chrysler and others. Of special interest are the dozens of successful electric automobiles that
flourished for 25 years. The history includes many colorful anecdotes about early long-distance races as well as interesting details of
engineering breakthroughs. Full bibliography and index.
DIVOver 850 versatile illustrations from rare sources depict youngsters playing with toys, dolls, and pets; riding bicycles, playing tennis,
reading, sleeping, and engaged in other activities. /div
A clear, concise overview of the origins and history of the Wiccan and Neopagan movements, with A–Z coverage of concepts, rituals,
practices, and practitioners. * Thorough introduction explains the origin and history of contemporary Wiccan and Neopagan beliefs * Provides
A–Z coverage of Neopagan concepts, rituals, practices, and practitioners ranging from African Religions and Celtic Tradition to Numerology
and Theosophy * A documents section reprints texts important to the central belief system of Wiccans and Neopagans, including the text of
Charge of the Goddess * Thorough chronology detailing the development of these modern religions
551 authentic 19th-century cuts, all with open areas for inserting type. Copyright-free. Publisher's Note.
The legendary Art Students League of New York teacher offers 100 fine drawings and in-depth instruction in this guide to drawing virtually
every aspect and posture of the human hand.
27,500 clip-art images of animals and plants for use with Macintosh-, Windows-, and DOS-compatible graphics, word processing, or page
layout applications.
Among the most popular and often-used graphic images are those depicting romantic themes. Now commercial artists (as well as anyone in
need of interesting visual devices) can draw on this superb archive of 705 royalty-free illustrations of love and romance. Selected from
authentic 19th-century sources, hundreds of immediately usable motifs include demure damsels and suave suitors; couples embracing,
holding hands, courting, flirting, kissing, dancing, exchanging amorous glances, and engaging in a host of other activities associated with the
pursuit and attainment of romantic bliss. There is also an entire section devoted to weddings, as well as dozens of images and symbols
associated with romance: cupids, lockets, rings, valentines, and much more. Finely drawn and engraved, these often humorous, sometimes
tender, but always nostalgic illustrations reproduce extremely well, making them ideal for use in books, magazines, catalogs, advertisements,
and a host of other graphic projects.
Simplified Chinese edition of Liber Novus (The Red Book) by the Swiss physician and psychologist Carl Gustav Jung (18751961). It was the
most influential unpublished work in the history of psychology, until displayed and published in 2009.
Reproduces over two hundred and fifty of the late-nineteenth-century Mexican printmaker's broadside and popular book illustrations
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